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1. Event Name: Spring Fest
Protest On: 2022-04-10
Race No: 3

2. Hearing Type

3. Protestor
J/105 - 44 - Godot - Phillip Laby

4. Protestees
1.

5. Incident
Time Place: 2PM race #6 of regatta (#3 of Sunday) second leg of race.
Rules: Rule 62
Witnesses:

6. Informing Protestee
 Hail:

Hail When: 7:30 - After secured boat at yard for to keep from sinking
Hail Comment: This form

 Red Flag:
Red Flag Comment

 Other:
Other Comment:

7. Description Of Incident

I am seeking redress because my boat was damaged and my crew was injured by an improper act
of the race and organizing committee for failing to place a mark outside of the hazard of Anita
rock. Note that there is a missing Anita rock bowie that used exist North west of the hazard. Such
a hazard should have been properly marked by deploying a bowie outside the Anita rock hazard
as has been done in previous event. Under rule 62.1a I am requesting a score of average Godot's
points for the race affected. This is my first reasonable opportunity to file this protest as Godot was
sinking and required being delivered to a boat yard and having placed 4 pumps within it to keep it
afloat. Furthermore one of my crew members required going to the ER, so my crew was fully
occupied by dealing with crisis's.

8. Damage Or Injury

Crew went to ER for physical damages and lacerations and Godot hull of is leaking water at 6
gallons per minute and in danger of sinking.

Attachments

 Lacerations on crews face stitched at ER
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 Pumps in Godot to keep her afloat
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